
Lighting Instruction Manual



Lighting Modes
The 915 will automatically display the lighting effects in the front panel for 10 seconds when 
computer turns on, then will lead users into two lighting modes. (The lighting modes depend 
on the features of the motherboard.) This allows users to switch between:
1.InWin LED (Default Mode)
   The InWin LED mode comes with 13 distinct lighting effects. If your motherboard doesn’t feature 
   addressable headers, the lighting will be placed on InWin LED mode. In this mode, you can still 
   switch to different colors such as: red, green, blue, white and multicolor to your personal preference, 
   and display 13 distinctive lighting effects with a variety of luminous styles.



Installation Guide

2.Addressable RGB
If your motherboard supports addressable RGB headers, please connect the 3-pin addressable cable 
directly to the motherboard  (refer to the following step), it allows you to sync the addressable lighting 
effects with motherboard.

Addressable RGB Light Bar Operation Instructions

If your motherboard support the addressable RGB luminous effect, please follow the direction of sign and 
insert addressable RGB-strip into the 3-pin addressable RGB-strip header directly on the motherboard.
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1.The lighting effects are controlled by pressing the Top Cover Ventilation & LED Lighting 
   Control button. To switch between InWin LED mode and Addressable RGB, just simply hold 
   the button for 2 seconds. (Note* The top cover ventilation control and system failure 
   indicator will be temporarily unavailable.) 

2.When switching from Addressable RGB to the InWin LED mode, it also can shift to different    
   LED lighting effects by a quick press of the button, the button sequence is as follows:

Button Presses LED Modes Color

1

Breathing

Red

2 Green

3 Blue

4    White*
5

     Double-Sided 
Scrolling

Red

6 Green

7 Blue

8    White*
9

Middle 
Scrolling

Red

10 Green

11 Blue

12    White*

13 Multicolor Multicolor

To turn off the lights directly, just hold the button for 5 seconds.
* The white featured in the InWin LED mode will be displayed as RGB white instead of pure white.

3. The operation will be considered complete if there is no activity for 6.5 seconds.
4. Once the setup has completed, the features of top cover ventilation control and system 
       failure indicator will resume normal operation.

* The current settings of lighting effect will be saved if you turn off the computer in the proper way. You can have your 
   previous lighting settings automatically when reboot the computer. But it will return to factory settings if your computer 
   is in a power off condition such as: the electricity goes out suddenly, or turning off the power switch before the computer 
   shutting down.

Lighting Control



1.	 When	the	system	failure	indicator	LED	is	flashing	on	both	sides,	please	check	for	any	
      of the following occurrences:

If an error occurred, please press the top cover ventilation switch to reopen the cover after 
troubleshooting.

2.If the elevating ventilation cover isn’t lifting up/down automatically when computer turns on/
   off, please refer to step 1 to check if there are any problems, then press the top cover ventilation 
   switch to control the lifting system manually. Please do not press or pull out the top cover by 
   force.
3.If the power goes off, the top cover will lift down after the power supply is restored. Please press 
   the top cover ventilation switch to reset the lifting system.

System Failure 
Indicator Color Occurrence Description

Flashing on 
Both Sides

Red
A Malfunction of the 

Motor or the Top 
Cover

The motor stops running, or the 
top cover isn’t installed properly.

Green A Malfunction of the 
Switch or the Wires

The limit switch or the internal 
wires are broken or damaged.

Blue Stuck with a Foreign 
Object

Insufficient	space	for	top	cover	
lift, or the top cover is stuck due 

to a foreign object.

White Overweight Do not stack anything on the top 
cover to avoid any damages.

Troubleshooting
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